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Abstract. ChinaGrid Support Platform (CGSP) is proposed to pro-
vide grid toolkit for ChinaGrid application developers and specific grid
constructors, in order to reduce their development cost as greatly as pos-
sible. CGSP extensible and reconfigurable framework, which satisfies the
expansion and autonomy requirement of ChinaGrid, is mainly discussed
in the paper. In the framework, domain is presented to denote one unit
which could provide grid service for end users by itself. Layered struc-
ture of domains and corresponding interactive relationship are paid much
more attention. CGSP design motivation and simple execution manage-
ment mechanism are also described in this paper.

1 Introduction

Grid computing [5,6,7] has emerged as an important new field by its focus on
large-scale computing resource sharing and coordinated use of resources at multi-
ple sites. It provides approaches to integrate widespread heterogeneous resources
into one multi-institutional virtual organization and uniform application inter-
face. It is important to recognize that the resources in this context include com-
putational systems and data storage and specialized experimental facilities.

Based on existing network infrastructure, many grid computing projects have
been launched, such as UK e-Science Program [12], Information Power Grid
(IPG) [13], TeraGrid [14], China National Grid (CNGrid) [15]. As on national
wide grid, China Education and Research Grid (ChinaGrid) [1,2] aims at con-
structing a public service system for Chinese education and research. Without
exception, all of these grid projects paid much more attention on the middleware-
the software that enables grid computing/services.
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Grid middleware is the kernel of constructing grid effectively. Great efforts
have been made to develop scalable, secure, and highly available grid platforms,
which transparently shield the heterogeneities and dynamic behaviors of partic-
ipants, on top of local operating systems. As one grid middleware, ChinaGrid
Support Platform (CGSP) [3,4]aims to provide grid toolkits for ChinaGrid ap-
plication development and specific grid construction, in order to make them
completed more easily and quickly.

Based on Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) [9], CGSP is developed
according to the Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF) [10] specification for
the construction of ChinaGrid from April, 2004. In Jan. 2005, CGSP version 1.0
(CGSP1.0) was released. CGSP1.0 is developed by 5 top universities including
Tsinghua University, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Peking
University, Beihang University, and Shanghai Jiao Tong University. It aims to
integrate all sorts of heterogeneous resources, especially education and research
resources, distributed over China Education and Research Network (CERNET),
to provide transparent, high performance, reliable, secure and convenient grid
services for scientific researchers and college students.

In this paper, we begin with the design principles of CGSP. Then, CGSP
function modules are described simply. In the fourth and fifth parts, CGSP
extensible and reconfigurable framework, and execution management across do-
mains are put forward respectively in detail. These provide a whole vision for
CGSP framework. Future work and conclusion are discussed at last.

2 Design Principles

CGSP is a grid middleware developed for the construction and evolution of Chi-
naGrid. The design goal is to reduce the cost of grid construction and application
development greatly. In addition to supplying the grid runtime environment of
ChinaGrid, CGSP offers a whole set of tools for building portal, deploying grid
services and developing various grid applications.

Based on CGSP, ChinaGrid can be constructed into one tree/layered
structure. Each node of the tree is a domain. Each domain has the same logic
structure and consists of same function modules. They interact through CGSP
information center.

In moving forword, CGSP has been guided by a set of key design principles
as follows.

– Support localized requirement of ChinaGrid. In fact, it still needs a long way
to implement intensive message passing computation over Internet. It makes
more proportional local users to use local resources in the grid in order to
avoid the reduced performance caused by limitation of network bandwidth
and latency over the Internet, and improves the service efficiency of the grid
as well.

– Meet the autonomy requirement of ChinaGrid. Each grid application, such
as bioinformatics grid [20], image processing grid [22], or computing fluent
dynamics grid [21], has its own user and resource management mechanism.
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CGSP makes it easier to construct various independent ChinaGrid applica-
tions with their own management protocols and mechanisms. Each applica-
tion grid of ChinaGrid could be a solely domain which could provide specific
service for its users by itself. At the same time, they could interact with each
other through CGSP high level interactive regulation.

– Scalability of CGSP satisfies the demand of expansion of ChinaGrid. The
tree or layered structure of CGSP ensures that ChinaGrid can link more
and more universities. Actually our goal is to link up to 100 universities in
China in the near future.

– Flexibility of CGSP makes it easier to rebuild the ChinaGrid. Layered struc-
ture of CGSP could be easily reconfigurable and rooted by any domain
through converting its original parent domain to its child domain.

– Reconfiguration of the tree structure guarantees the integrity and uniformity
of a grid system through constructing a global monitoring engine started
from any node of the ChinaGrid tree.

– Different from normal grid middleware efforts (GT series [11,8], OMII [16],
TinghuaGrid [17] et. al.), CGSP is a platform. Not only does it include the
grid running components, such as portal, service container, service monitor-
ing and discovery, file delivery and transformation, but it also provides the
grid developing tools, such as programming API, portal constructing tool,
service deploying and packaging tools and so on.

3 CGSP Function Modules

CGSP is a collection of cooperative software components. It contains several soft-
ware modules which can run independently to support each step of development
process, execution process, system installation process, and system management.
In addition to supplying the components for building grid platform to reduce
development cost of ChinaGrid applications, CGSP also offers a whole set of
tools for developing and deploying various grid applications.

CGSP logically consists of 6 components showed in Fig. 1.

Portal

Information Center

Uniform Management

Computing Nodes

Security M
odule

Grid Developing 
Environment

Fig. 1. Logic Diagram of CGSP
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– Portal: Portal is a web based user interface for defining, submitting,
monitoring jobs, and managing personal data, viewing resource information
as well.

– Grid Developing Environment/Toolkit (GDE): GDE provides a set of
toolkits for grid application’s construction and development. They are portal
developing tool, service packaging tool, grid-enabled parallel programming
tool [19], job definition tool etc.

– Information Center (IC): Information Center, or Service Manager, man-
ages the relatively static information of resources and services in the grid. It
provides real-time grid information service for other CGSP function modules
under a global uniform information framework. Dynamic information, such
as status of grid job, is obtained from uniform management module.

– Uniform Management(UM): UM aims to make heterogeneous resources,
computing tools over grid, grid users, grid jobs and job operations managed
in a uniform view. It consists of following four items.
• Service Container (SC) is deployed to act as a runtime environment

for the installing, deploying, running and monitoring of grid service in
the specific node. It also provides support for real-time grid resource
monitoring.

• Data Management (DM) mainly provides data delivery and trans-
formation for CGSP. It also implements one global file view and makes
all sorts of grid data accessible transparently by grid end-users.

• Job Management (JM) is responsible for the scheduling and moni-
toring of grid jobs. JM plays a key role in the execution management
of grid job. It deploys and submits jobs to the service container of real
computing node and starts up them through general running service of
CGSP.

• Domain Management ensures the autonomy of each domain of China-
Grid with focus on user management, log and accounting, and interactive
call with other domains for the user identity mapping.

• Grid Monitoring It gathers status data from all the CGSP compo-
nents and reports the results in structured and standardized documents
through WSRF service to correlative modules or users. At the same time,
it could notify the ChinaGrid system modules, administrators or users
in time when the status is changed.

– Grid Security (GS): GS is in charge of user identity authentication, iden-
tity mapping between different domains, service and resource authorization,
and secure message passing.

– Computing Nodes (CNs): CN provides real computing power for grid
services. It could be a cluster, or PC server or workstation.

4 CGSP Framework Architecture

CGSP consists of a set of well-assorted software packages. Base on it, ChinaGrid
can be constructed into a layered tree showed in Fig. 2 (left). Each node of the
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Fig. 2. Tree Structure of ChinaGrid Based on CGSP

tree is a domain. Each domain, maybe root domain, domain or sub-domain, has
its own Portal, GDE, IC, UM, GS and CNs. It could provide independent grid
service for end users by itself. Each domain can be a specific application grid
(bioinformatics grid, image processing grid). It can also be a region grid (Shang-
hai Grid, Tsinghua Grid). All domains could share one certificate authorization
(CA) center, and can also have their own CAs.

In Fig. 2, Root Domain, Domain and Sub-Domain are only used to note their
parent-child relationship. The tree Fig. 2 (left) can be reconfigurable easily into
another tree as Fig. 2 (right). Each domain could become the root domain of
the CGSP if its original parent domain is converted to its child domain same as
showed in Fig. 2. Root Domain in the left becomes the Domain 1 in the right.
It is clear that the cost of such a reconfiguration is very low with a little effort.

Each domain has the same internal logic architecture and consists of 6 same
function modules showed in Fig. 1. At the same time, the module interactive
relationships in one domain can also be gotten from Fig. 1. Same as Portal, GDE
must get the support from UM and IC, but no direct interaction with CNs. As
the grid middleware kernel, UM and IC are called each other and interactive
with the real CNs. GS always is closed to all components of CGSP.

QueryQuery
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Information Center 

Sub Domain 

Information Center 

Fig. 3. Relationship between ICs in different domains
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Fig. 4. Relationship between UMs in different domains

Different domains could access each other. But the interactive calls only
happen between UMs and ICs of different domains. Fig. 3 shows the IC module
relationship of CGSP. In order to see clearly and easily portrayed, Portal, GPE,
Gs, and CNs are ignored in the figure. First, we can find that IC in domain
has a bidirectional call relationship with the IC in sub domain. But, there is
no direct relationship between ICs of different sub domains. That is to say, one
IC only has a bidirectional relationship with its parent ICs or its child ICs and
has no any relationship with its brother, grandson or grandfather ICs. From
each IC, all resource and service information of the whole grid can be gotten
through querying the whole tree. In fact, the tree structure of CGSP is held and
determined totally by the IC module.

Different from the relationship between ICs, we can find that each UM could
call UMs of any other domains directly from the Fig. 4. But which UM will be
called by the UM? This is determined by the IC. That is to say, one UM wants to
get the support from another UM in other domains, but it does not know which
domain could supply such support. So, it must ask help from its own IC. Its IC
will search one domain which could provide this requirement through querying
its parent IC or child IC. We know that the ICs in a grid are constructed into
a tree structure. So, if there is one domain that could provide such support, it
can be found through querying the tree at least. But any UM could only call its
own IC (in the same domain) and has no interactive relationship with other ICs
(in other domains). Fig. 4 shows such relationship.

5 Execution Management Across Domains

Let’s see the execution management of job which needs to be submitted from
one domain to another one. That is to say that such job can not be completed
by its own domain. It will be submitted to another domain to execute.

Fig. 5 shows such a job execution flow step by step. Before submitting job
to the job manager, user must upload the input data required by the job to
the personal data space in the data manager. Then, job manager will query
the available computing nodes from the IC when it gets a computing job from
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Fig. 5. Job Execution Flow across Domains

Portal. If its own domain can not complete the job, the IC will query other ICs
of the grid. And then the job manager will submit the job to the job manager
of another domain, which could complete the job. At last, the job will be sent
to the service container of one real computing node and begins to execute it.

After the job is started up, the service container will report job status to
the original job manager through local job manager in time. When the job is
completed, the service container will put the computing results to the personal
data area of the data manager of the original domain, which in turn sends the
results to user through Portal at last.

There is a problem about user identity mapping during accessing and execut-
ing across domains in CGSP. Each domain has its own user management, so user
identity should be converted when one job manager submits jobs or report job
status to another job manager (such step 7 and 10 in the Fig. 5). The domain
manager is in charge of the user identity mapping between different domains in
CGSP. But for the interaction of ICs between different domains, it is another
story. ICs complete the interaction through system user, who can only access its
parent of child domain ICs

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Deferent from the other grid middleware efforts, CGSP supplies a grid platform
to satisfy all kinds of requirements of grid constructors and grid application
developers. The cost of grid application is reduced greatly based on the CGSP.
Besides runtime environment, it also provides developing tools, such as portal
constructing tool, programming environment, service packaging tools and so on.

Furthermore, CGSP extensible and reconfigurable framework makes nation-
wide grid reality. Especially in China, there are many universities and research
institutes. How to guarantee their respective autonomy is the key design prin-
ciples. At the same time, the integrity of grid is also involved into the CGSP
extensible framework.
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At present, four ChinaGrid applications, Bioinformatics Grid, Image Grid,
Computational Fluid Dynamics Grid and Mass Information Grid have completed
the initial building over the CGSP and almost 30 most famous universities in
China, as the members of ChinaGrid program, are building their campus grid
on the basis of CGSP.

In the future, WS core 4.0 from Globus Toolkit will be replanted into CGSP.
Job Submission Description language (JSDL) will be used to replace current
Grid Job Description Language (GJDL). At the same time, open source Ac-
tiveBPEL [24] Engine will be used to implement the workflow component of job
manager in CGSP. OGSA-DAI [23] based integration of heterogeneous database
is one of the most important new functions which will be implemented in CGSP
version 2. Media service, grid monitoring, accounting and management will be
also strengthened in the near future.
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